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**FIS/wws NextGeneration**

**THE APPLICATION AND ITS BENEFITS**

*FIS/wws NextGeneration (NG)* is the industrial solution for technical wholesale and compound groups based on SAP S/4HANA. Industry-specific additional functions for sales and distribution as well as materials management optimize and complement the SAP standard version.

As a consequence, *FIS/wws NG* reduces adjustment efforts and implementation time of the SAP software to a minimum. *FIS/wws NG* used in combination with SAP S/4HANA is the optimum support for technical wholesale business processes. Since 1996, *FIS/wws* has permanently been further developed and is currently used by more than 30,000 SAP users.

**Your benefits:**

- Future security and scalability due to advanced, open architecture and biannual releases
- Competitive advantages thanks to transparent data in real time as a decision basis
- High functional scope due to numerous specific processes
- Consistent processes thanks to a seamless SAP S/4HANA integration, including embedded EWM
- International applicability due to its availability in 16 languages
- FIS as a market leader in the technical wholesale sector in Germany, Austria and Switzerland with comprehensive industry knowledge
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2020 – Latest developments

- **FIS/cash: Cash register obligation**
  - Required functional enhancement for the cash register security regulation

- **FIS/wws Express delivery service provider: Web service “GOI” and GLS Web service “ShipIT”**
  - The area for express delivery service providers was enhanced by Web services “GOI” and “ShipIT”.

- **Enhancement of forms by EHUG specifications**
  - The print of invoices and delivery notes was enhanced by the necessary EHUG specifications.

- **Enhancement of the “Create with reference” function**
  - If there is an open main release item during a “creation with reference”, a popup with a note will open.

- **Optimization of the “Import data from sequential file” function**
  - Users can now define themselves what SAP material numbers or fields are to be used for article determination (e.g. EAN, vendor article number, old material number).
  - After data import, a result window will be displayed to ensure that users can check what articles can be adopted from the file and with what article number.
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2020 – Latest developments

▪ Standard delivery of Fiori Launchpad
  ▪ Predefined roles and Customizing for the Fiori Launchpad activations are delivered in addition.

▪ Adjustment of selected Fiori apps by FIS/wws fields
  ▪ Relevant Fiori apps were adjusted by FIS/wws material short text 2 in business areas “purchasing” and “sales and distribution”.

▪ Integration of embedded EWM in FIS/wws
  ▪ Integration of embedded EWM in FIS/wws by means of defined processes
  ▪ Enhancement by SAP EWM product master
  ▪ Dynpro adjustment by short text 2 in SAP EWM
  ▪ Enhancement of qRFC interface by short text 2 for SAP EWM
  ▪ Adjustment of RF dialogs by short text 2 in SAP EWM
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YOUR CONTACT PERSON

If you have any questions, suggestions or feedback, please feel free to contact us.

Please note that the information in this document is only an extract.

Detailed release information is available on request.

Beatrix Niklaus
Product Management
Produktmanagement@fis-gmbh.de

Claudio Endres
Product Management
Produktmanagement@fis-gmbh.de